The primary self-assembly reaction of bacteriophage lambda cI repressor dimers is to octamer.
Cooperative binding of the bacteriophage lambda cI repressor dimer to specific sites of the phage operators OR and OL controls the developmental state of the phage. It has long been believed that cooperativity is mediated by self-assembly of repressor dimers to form tetramers which can then bind simultaneously to adjacent operator sites. As a first step in defining the individual energy contributions to binding cooperativity, sedimentation equilibrium and steady-state fluorescence anisotropy methods have been used to study the higher order assembly reactions of the free repressor in solution. Wild-type repressor with 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-OHTrp) substituted for the native tryptophan [Ross et al. (1992) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 89, 12023-12027] and two mutant repressor proteins that bind cooperatively to OR but have altered dimerization properties were also studied. We report here that the primary assembly mode of all four proteins is dimer to octamer. It is not dimer to tetramer as previously assumed. While tetramer does form as an assembly intermediate, dimer-octamer assembly is a concerted process so that tetramer is never a predominant species in solution. Sedimentation velocity experiments suggest that the octamer is highly asymmetric, consistent with an elongated shape. This conformation could allow octamers to bind simultaneously to all three operator sites at either OR or OL. Examination of tetramer and octamer concentrations suggests that both species could be involved in cooperative repressor-operator interactions. Our previous work used the unique spectral properties of 5-OHTrp to demonstrate that octamer binds single-operator DNA and is not dissociated to tetramer [Laue et al. (1993) Biochemistry 32, 2469-2472]. Taken together with the results presented here, octamers as well as tetramers must be considered in developing models to explain the cooperativity of lambda cI repressor binding to operator DNA.